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Color Imaging: Fundamentals and ApplicationsAK Peter, 2008

	Color is one of the most fascinating areas to study. Color forms an integral part
	of nature, and we humans are exposed to it every day. We all have an intuitive
	understanding of what color is, but by studying the underlying physics, chemistry,
	optics, and human visual perception, the true beauty and complexity of color can
	be...
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The Handbook of High Performance Virtual Teams: A Toolkit for Collaborating Across BoundariesJossey-Bass, 2008
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members, and work group leaders. The editors provide a proven framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the...
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Collada: Sailing the Gulf of 3d Digital Content CreationAK Peter, 2006

	In 1963, Ivan Sutherland wrote Sketchpad [57], the world’s fi rst real-time
	computer graphics application. In that breakthrough effort, he defi ned the
	basic techniques for structuring scene data that are still present in today’s 3D
	applications.


	In one way, though, Sutherland had it easy. He didn’t have to...
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Computer Vision/Computer Graphics Collaboration Techniques: 5th International Conference, MIRAGE 2011, Rocquencourt, France, October 10-11, 2011.Springer, 2011


	This volume collects the papers accepted for presentation at MIRAGE 2011.

	The MIRAGE conference is recognized internationally with presentations

	coming from 19 countries despite the large worldwide economical crisis. Submissions

	from Asia dropped compared with two years ago, and were fewer, than

	those from Europe. France proved...
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Networks: Optimisation and Evolution (Cambridge Series in Statistical and Probabilistic Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2007
Point-to-point vs. hub-and-spoke. Questions of network design are real and involve many billions of dollars. Yet little is known about optimizing design - nearly all work concerns optimizing flow assuming a given design. This foundational book tackles optimization of network structure itself, deriving comprehensible and realistic design principles....
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The Atomic Corporation: Rational Proposals for Uncertain TimesCapstone, 2003
In Atomic the authors' revolutionary theory is put to the test. Looking across all sectors of business, including retail banking, financial services, telecommunications, IT and consultancy, carbon-based corporations (oil and gas companies), and consumer products companies, Camrass and Farncombe discover some real eye-openers, including...
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Principles of Embedded Networked Systems DesignCambridge University Press, 2005
"...this volume represents a real mine of information...anyone working in the field would benefit from owning a copy."    IEEE Communications Engineer     

       Embedded network systems (ENS) provide a set of technologies that can link the physical world to large-scale networks in applications, such as monitoring of borders,...
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Artificial General Intelligence: 4th International Conference, AGI 2011, Mountain ViewSpringer, 2011

	The original goal of the AI field was the construction of “thinking machines”
	– that is, computer systems with human-like general intelligence. Due to the
	difficulty of this task, for the last few decades the majority of AI researchers have
	focused on what has been called “narrow AI” – the production...
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Sports Photography: How to Capture Action and EmotionAllworth Press, 2007
For professional photographers, sports fans, proud parents, and anyone who wants to capture great sports pictures, this is the ultimate guide to sports photography. Seasoned sports photographer Peter Skinner uses 211 stunning examples from the work of Walter Ioss, Ben Chen, Bob Gomel, Duane Hart, Mark Johnson, and six other renowned...
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The Smell Of Kerosene: A Test Pilot's OdysseyUniversity Press of the Pacific, 2005

	The Smell of Kerosene tells the dramatic story of a NASA research pilot who logged over 11,000 flight hours in more than 125 types of aircraft. Donald Mallick gives the reader fascinating first- hand descriptions of his early naval flight training, carrier operations, and his research flying career with NASA and its predecessor agency, the...
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Programming Windows Phone 7Microsoft Press, 2010

	This book is a gift from the  Windows Phone 7 team at Microsoft to the programming community, and I am proud to have been  a part of  it. Within the pages that follow, I show you the basics of writing applications for  Windows Phone 7 using the C#  programming language with the Silverlight and XNA 2D frameworks.
...
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Fluid SimulationAK Peter, 2008

	This book is designed to give the reader a practical introduction to fluid
	simulation for graphics. The field of fluid dynamics, even just in animation,
	is vast and so not every topic will be covered, and many wonderful papers
	will sadly be passed over in the hope of distilling the essentials; this is
	far from a thorough survey. The...
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